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On January 16, I attended the Components Presidents and Volunteers Orientation in Sacramento. It was my first visit to the CDA
Headquarters, and it was a very informative day. I had the opportunity to meet many of the presidents from other components, and I
learned about the issues they are facing and what they’re doing to
deal with them. I also met some of the CDA employees that have a
wealth of knowledge that can help our component and our members
with everything from legal matters to practice management questions. We were given presentations on how to efficiently manage our
dental society’s day to day activities, on the laws affecting nonprofits, and how to make sure that the members’ needs are being
met.
As you all know, the CDA Foundation is working hard to improve
the dental health of Californians, and the next CDA Cares event will
be in Sacramento on March 27 and 28. Volunteers are needed to
make sure that as many people as possible can be treated during
those two days. At the last event in Pomona, there were eight volunteers from KCDS. The following CDA Cares will be in Fresno in
October. We are hoping to have another Foundation fundraiser dinner this year to bring CDA Cares to Bakersfield in the near future.
The other function of the Foundation is to help with student loan repayment, so I encourage everyone to donate this year. I recently
learned that, if you’re an Amazon.com shopper, you can designate
the CDA Foundation to receive up to 0.5% of the purchase amount
through Amazon Smile. That’s an easy way to help the Foundation.
It is important to me that members feel that that they are getting a
great value through their membership in CDA, so if there is any recommendations to improve the service provided by KCDS please feel
free to contact me or Shannon with your suggestions.

News & Notes
The Taft Dental Hygiene Program is looking for patients. Particularly those with perio case types 2 & 3 and
those with moderate to heavy deposits. The students are
able to perform analog and digital x-rays. Appointments
are approximately 1/2 day, 8-12 or 1-5. The fee is
$20.00 per patient, no extra charge for x-rays. The xrays can be forwarded to their regular dentist. The program is not trying to take money out of the dental community but they do need patients to hone their skills on.
Please send a referral or two their way.
June 1, 2015 is the deadline for dentists to enroll or opt
out as Medicare providers. Regardless of which direction a dentist elects to go, this process can take several
months, so dentists are encouraged to evaluate patients
and their practice well in advance of the June 1 deadline.
More information regarding Medicare enrollment/opt out
can be found via the following websites: cda.org,
ada.org and cms.gov.
Dentists Targeted by Misleading Labor Law Notices
Two CDA members in Los Angeles have contacted
CDA about a notice asking for money to receive “current
compliant State and Federal 2015 Employment Posters.”
The notice, which mimics the look of official government documents, says “Labor Law Compliance Notice”
at the top and is addressed from a company called Compliance Document Services in Sacramento. The notice
instructs dentists to “detach the coupon and return in the
enclosed envelope with your processing fee of $84.00”
to get “mandatory compliance state and federal posters.”
If a dentist receives this notice, they should contact the
California Attorney General’s Public Inquiry Unit and
fill out a “Consumer Complaint Against a Business/
Company (http://oag.ca.gov/contact/consumer-complaint
-against-business-or-company).”
CDA is currently preparing to update the 2015-16 set of
required employment posters, which will be distributed
to components in April. As a membership service, components will distribute a poster set designed for the dental office, free of charge, with each component determining its own method of distribution. CDA staff will request delivery details from dentists soon. A component
also can choose to have CDA arrange to mail the individual posters to members.
As a reminder, links to new and updated posters for the
2013-14 poster set are listed on cda.org (http://
www.cda.org/advocacy/regulations). A list of all employee-related required posters is on cda.org/
practicesupport.
For questions about this misleading notice or the CDA
poster set and distribution procedure, contact CDA Practice Analyst Teresa Pichay at 916.554.5990.

CDA offers radiation safety information - A recent
article published by Consumer Reports (here) cautions
readers about the radiation they receive from diagnostic
imaging, noting the effects are cumulative over time and
suggesting all those taken may not be necessary.
In particular, the article suggests that many people can
wait longer between routine dental X-rays (24-36
months for bite-wings). Unfortunately, the article did not
attempt to describe the conditions under which longer
intervals between dental X-rays are warranted, nor did it
discuss the oral conditions for which dental X-rays aid
diagnosis.
While the Consumer Reports article may result in more
patients asking about the need for the X-rays dentists
recommend, it is always important to listen to patient
concerns and respond with information that helps them
understand the rationale for a recommendation.
The ADA has sent a Letter to the Editor here of Consumer Reports about the article. In the letter, Thomas
Hart, DDS, PhD, chair of the ADA Council on Scientific
Affairs, indicates the article “contains misleading dental
X-ray information,” and “does not reflect dental X-ray
recommendations developed by the American Dental
Association and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration."
For more information on how to communicate with patients on radiation safety, view the Communicating Radiation Safety to Your Patients resource on cda.org by
clicking here. Also available is the Radiation Safety in
Dental Practice guide on cda.org here. Additionally, recommendations for patient selection and limiting radiation exposure can be accessed at ada.org here.
EMV Chip Cards and How They Will Affect Your
Practice - US credit card payment security is getting an
upgrade. Know as EMV (Europay MasterCard, Visa),
this new electronic payment system puts a microchip
into all credit and debit cards, increasing security and
preventing fraudulent in-person transactions. Online and
ecommerce transactions will not be impacted by the
move to EMV.
By Oct. 2015, most debit and credit cards will be reissued with EMV chips. And beginning Oct. 1st, the liability for fraudulent in-person payments made on nonEMV readers will shift from the card industry to the
merchant. If an EMV card is used in a transaction at
your practice and you do not accept chip/pin payments,
you may be liable for the transaction. To better protect
your practice and reduce risk, consider upgrading your
hardware to an EMV-capable device before the Oct.
deadline.
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Generational Divides in the Dental Practice
Reprinted from CDA Editor’s Forum

Oftentimes, a dentist will have a particular staff member or patient they just can’t seem to connect with. A
certain task or treatment isn’t accepted and it can cause
frustration with the dentist.
While in some cases this may be a result of being confrontational and having difficulty with acceptance, it
can also happen because of a generational gap.
“All people want to feel valued, all people want to be
heard, and know that their concerns are considered to
be important,” said Jan Mitrovich, CDA practice advisor. “Generational considerations are important for interacting with both patients and team members because
our values and preferences reflect the society we grew
up in.”
Mitrovich reviews the following breakdown of the four
generations today’s dentists may encounter. Each is
equipped with descriptions of how best to interact with
these generations in the dental practice.
Baby Boomers Baby boomers were awed at the introduction of TV, spent hours playing outside with the
neighborhood kids and were shocked by the Watergate
scandal. This generation needs thorough explanations,
prefers to be talked to in person or by phone, and does
not want to feel rushed. They value the advantages of a
good smile and sound dental health, and often have
resources to pay for their treatment. So allow time to
have a relaxed discussion with a boomer patient, schedule their treatment and invite them to contact you with
any other questions.
Generation X Those from Generation X respect authority, follow rules and are often linear thinkers. They
are high achievers, but not always outside-the-box
thinkers. To best communicate with Generation X patients, recommend ideal treatment plans with phased
scheduling and payment plans. Focus on good dental
health for appearance and as part of whole-body care.
Generation X patients appreciate follow-up communication and confirmation – phone and e-mail tend to be
preferred. You will have success with your Generation
X staff members by providing clear expectations of job
duties, reviewing performance regularly and communicating your reward structure.
Generation Y/Millennials There are nearly 80 million
people in the U.S. who fall under this category. They
are technology dependent, want instant gratification,

hate waiting and do not expect to work for one company all their lives. They have a “what’s best for me?”
attitude when it comes to both their employment and
dental care decisions. Be personally patient-attentive,
provide the option for additional optional services at
each visit, combine appointments or invest in technology that offers same-day service when available. Generation Y staff members typically enjoy elevated responsibility and particularly want to feel appreciated for
their contributions.
Generation Z This is now 25 percent of the population
and growing. This generation has never been without
the Internet or mobile devices. They can access information instantly and, literally, at their fingertips. They
can process more information at a faster pace and expect communication in short, informative bites. They
expect text appointment confirmations, Yelp reviews,
and quick and efficient service. They are quick learners and entrepreneurial. Dental practices should utilize
their Generation Z staff members’ knowledge of technology in the practice by empowering them with a wider range of duties. To attract Generation Z patients,
have a strong, positive online presence, including a
high-functioning social media presence, engage them
in cooperative treatment acceptance and keep the communication concise.
“Just remember to be attractive to the patients you want
to attract. Drawing stick figures on tray covers to explain recommended treatment is not going to impress a
tech-savvy college student,” Mitrovich said. “If you
want to attract a younger patient base, be willing to
invest in the technologies that will allow them to see
and accept your ideal treatment. Conversely, take the
time with your older patients to explain treatment and
connect with them to establish trust.”
A new dentist who has “adopted” an existing staff from
the previous owner dentist should take advantage of the
long-standing relationships the staff has with the current patient base.
“These long-time employees are a great practice asset
because of their relationships with the patients. Often
it’s the staff that makes patients decide to schedule
their next visit,” Mitrovich said.
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Generational Divides in the Dental Practice
Continued from page 3

For older dentists who have a younger staff, Mitrovich recommends they allow
their staff to take on more duties.
“Your entire staff, particularly newer members, wants to feel like they are
making a positive impact in the direction of the entire practice,” Mitrovich
said. “Include your staff in decision-making and make everyone feel valued. If
you want to introduce a new system regarding treatment or technology, work
as a team to implement the new ways of doing things. And remember to be
patient because you are dealing with many different generations.”
The topic of communicating with various generations can be discussed in person with a dentist as part of Practice Advising. Practice Advising offers CDA
members personalized, in-office visits by a practice advisor, monthly one-hour
scheduled calls with the client and/or appropriate staff person, help developing
a vision statement and creating a customized action plan that the dentist will
review and modify with an advisor during their first in-office visit. Since there
are no long-term contracts, CDA member dentists can use the service just as
long as they need it.
Practice advisors are experienced in a wide range of dental management topics,
including leadership, patient scheduling, treatment planning, financial policy,
case presentation, overhead control, marketing, and hygiene department management.
For more information on Practice Advising, visit cda.org/advising.
While Practice Advising is focused on helping our members develop and improve their business practices, patient care must always be a primary focus.
Any business change that we recommend will not affect the treatment that patients receive from their dentist. Patients should receive care and a treatment
plan that meets their dental needs regardless of payer source. Remember, all
patients should be treated fairly, consistently and ethically, as more fully described in the Patient Bill of Rights.
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CDA Continues Legal Challenge Against Delta
Reprinted from CDA.org

In a Superior Court hearing scheduled for late
March in San Francisco, CDA will counter motions made by Delta Dental regarding CDA’s legal
action filed last year. During the hearing, which
was postponed from January, a judge is expected
to hear arguments on two Delta motions — one to
dismiss the case and the other challenging CDA’s
standing as an association to represent the interests
of its members in court.

Important Websites and
Phone Numbers
California Dental Association
(866) 232-6362
www.cda.org

The Superior Court hearing is separate from the
arbitration scheduled for June, in which a panel of
arbitrators has already denied a Delta motion to
dismiss the case. The arbitrators found that there is
sufficient evidence to allow individual dentists to
proceed with claims that Delta’s attempt to change
key provisions of its participating dentist agreements violated the legal doctrine of “good faith
and fair dealing.”

American Dental Association
(800) 621-8099
www.ada.org
Dental Board of California
(916) 263-2300
www.dbc.ca.gov

In 2013, CDA learned informally that Delta was
planning to reduce reimbursements for its Premier
providers by 8 to 12 percent. CDA and several individual dentists filed a legal action against Delta
challenging the attempt to change provider agreements. Arbitrators ruled that CDA cannot be a party in the arbitration because the contracts are between individual dentists and Delta. In response,
CDA filed the separate legal action in Superior
Court to ensure that we can continue to protect
members in this matter.
CDA believes Delta must be transparent in its processes, submit comprehensive data to justify any
actions or changes in its contracts with providers
and give reasonable notice so dentists have adequate time to make any necessary changes in their
practices.
CDA is here to support members with sophisticated practice management and dental benefit guidance through CDA’s Practice Support at
800.232.7645 or cda.org/practicesupport.
CDA will continue to keep members informed
about the legal action against Delta. For more information, visit cda.org and look under “Quick
Links.”

HAYES HANDPIECE REPAIR
David and Judy
(800) 900-1507 or (661) 589-9703
Free Pickup & Delivery
8415 Rolling Bay Drive
Bakersfield, CA 93312

Email: hayes113@hotmail.com
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CDA Evaluates Supreme Court Dental Board Ruling
Reprinted from the CDA Editor’s Forum

CDA is currently evaluating what impact, if any, a
recent ruling by the U.S. Supreme Court could
have for dental boards across the country, including California.

CDA will continue to evaluate the possible impact
of the case in California. If you have questions
about the decision, please contact Gayle Mathe at
gayle.mathe@cda.org.

The case involves the Federal Trade Commission
and the North Carolina Dental Board, which issued cease and desist orders against nondentist
teeth whitening service providers and product
manufacturers, claiming that teeth whitening constitutes the practice of dentistry. In 2010, the FTC
filed an administrative complaint claiming the
board engaged in anticompetitive behavior.
The cased ended up before the Supreme Court,
and while there was no discussion or ruling on the
question of whether teeth whitening constitutes the
practice of dentistry, the justices ruled that a state
board, on which a controlling number of decisionmakers are “active market participants,” e.g., dentists, must be actively supervised by the state in
order for a legal doctrine, known as the stateaction antitrust immunity, to apply. The NCDB
had argued that as a state board, its actions were
immune from antitrust laws.
Although the case does not clearly articulate the
standard for active state supervision, there are significant differences between the structure and processes in North Carolina versus California. For
example, in North Carolina, six of the eight board
members are dentists and are elected by other dentists in the state. In California, eight of the 15
board members are dentists, and all of the members are appointed by the governor, the Senate
Rules Committee or the Speaker of the Assembly. In addition, there is no mechanism in statute
for removal of a NCDB member, whereas in California, there is a specific statute that allows the
governor to remove members for neglect of duty
or unprofessional conduct. Also, California’s
board reports to the Department of Consumer Affairs and undergoes a legislative sunset review
process, which are good examples of “active state
supervision” that is required to apply the stateaction immunity under the antitrust case law.

Thank you to Dr. Shively for his continued
oral health care days at various pre-schools.
He goes above and beyond with his time
dedicated to providing our children with
great information!!
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Receive $200 Through Member Referral Program
Reprinted from the CDA Editor’s Forum
Dentists who refer a new tripartite member to CDA can receive a $100 check from CDA and a $100 American Express
gift card from the ADA.
The $200 reward is part of the Member Get a Member campaign, which provides incentives for every CDA member
dentist who refers a new member to the tripartite membership
(for a total maximum of $1,000 per referring member).

Legislative advocacy
CDA Presents continuing education — free admission
for the San Francisco and Anaheim meetings;
TDIC insurance — member-only access and risk management hotline;
Practice support services — cda.org/practicesupport; and
CDA publications.

The combined campaign lasts through Sept. 30, after which Here are some tips for recruiting a new member:
time members will still receive $100 from CDA.
Seek any colleague who is not currently an active triparA growing ADA and CDA means greater recognition for the
tite member.
dental profession, more resources and support for members
Share the benefits and services of the ADA, CDA and
and a stronger voice in the policy arena in Washington D.C.
local dental societies.
and Sacramento. The incentive program is a result of CDA
Ask a colleague to include your name on the memberleadership reaching out to members for input on the program.
ship application or, better yet, give them an application
with your name on it. Applications are available online at
To receive credit for a referral, applicants must include the
cda.org/mgm.
name of the member who referred them to membership on a
CDA membership application. Once the referred new member pays their dues, the referral incentives are mailed to the To find out if a dentist is a current tripartite member, visit
cda.org and search under “Find a CDA Dentist.”
referring dentist.
There are many advantages to being a part of organized den- For more information on Member Get a Member, visit
cda.org/mgm.
tistry, but here are a few key benefits:
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Handling “Emergency” Schedule II Prescriptions
Reprinted from CDA Editor’s Forum

Following the October 2014 reclassification under federal law of hydrocodone combination products (HCPs)
such as Vicodin and Norco from federal Schedule III
to federal Schedule II, some dentists report pharmacies
refusing to fill emergency prescriptions telephoned in
for HCPs, under circumstances in which they may traditionally have been accepted. This article is intended
to clarify the state of the law with regard to such HCPs
and help dentists understand the requirements and limitations on oral prescriptions for a Schedule II drug.

the prescriber or other efforts to verify identity.
Within seven days after authorizing an emergency oral
prescription, the prescriber delivers (or mails) a paper
or electronic prescription for the emergency quantity
prescribed to the dispensing pharmacist that, in addition to conforming to the other requirements, must
have written on its face “Authorization for Emergency
Dispensing” and the date of the oral order.

The pharmacist must notify the Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA) if the prescriber fails to deliver
Under both federal* and California law,** the requirethe paper or electronic prescription in a timely manner,
ments for Schedule II drugs specify that prescribers
and failure by the pharmacist to do so renders the premay only telephone in prescriptions for Schedule II
scription invalid.
drugs in very limited emergency situations. However,
as some differences between federal and California California law on emergency dispensing for Schedule
law may be a source of confusion, to ensure a patient’s II drugs is similar to the federal requirements, and denneed for pain medication is met appropriately, dentists tists should also be aware of the emergency dispensing
limits that apply under state law. For instance, Califorshould be aware of the following information:
nia law defines an emergency justifying dispensing
With regard to emergency prescriptions, federal law
pursuant to an emergency oral prescription for a
limits its definition of an “emergency situation” auSchedule II drug only “… where failure to issue a prethorizing the issuance of an oral prescription for a
scription may result in loss of life or intense suffering
Schedule II to those situations in which the prescriber
…”
determines:
With the increasing scrutiny of opioid abuse, the pharImmediate administration of the controlled submacy profession, which is regulated by the California
stance is necessary for proper treatment of the
Board of Pharmacy, has been charged with enforcing
intended ultimate user.
its responsibility to reduce the use of addictive subNo appropriate alternative treatment is available, stances, and interprets narrowly the circumstances
including administration of a non-Schedule II where “intense suffering” may require a Schedule II
prescription; this has historically been primarily limdrug.
ited to patients in hospice care and in skilled nursing
It is not reasonably possible for the prescribing
and long-term care facilities. This may result in the
practitioner to provide a written prescription to
pharmacist who receives a call from a dentist for an
be presented to the dispenser, prior to dispensemergency Schedule II prescription counseling the
ing.
prescriber on other options for pain relief that are not
Further, federal law permits a pharmacist to dispense a Schedule II.
Schedule II drug based on an oral authorization from a
Continued on page 10
prescriber only when:
The quantity prescribed and dispensed is limited to an
amount adequate to treat the patient during the emergency period.

Welcome to our Newest Member!!

The prescription is immediately reduced to writing by
the pharmacist and contains all the legally required
information.
The prescriber is either already known to the pharmacist or the pharmacist makes a reasonable effort to determine that the oral authorization came from an authorized prescriber, which may include calling back
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Dr. Sarah Koyama
2200 Chester Ave
Bakersfield, CA 93301
(661) 322-4732

Handling “Emergency” Schedule II Prescriptions
Reprinted from CDA Editor’s Forum

and assure the pharmacist that a written prescription
When an emergency prescription is accepted by the that complies with all requirements will follow within
pharmacist, it is similarly subject to several stringent seven days.
requirements under California law, including that the A dentist should also consider the effectiveness of
pharmacy reduces any oral order to hard copy form prescribing a Schedule III drug instead and is encourprior to dispensing the controlled substance and that aged to talk with pharmacist colleagues about any new
the prescriber provides a written prescription on a contemporary pain relief medications that may fit the
controlled substance prescription form that meets state patient’s circumstance.
requirements, by the seventh day following the oral
order. California law also requires the pharmacy to If a pharmacy refuses to fill a prescription for what
notify the Department of Justice in writing within 144 you believe is an emergency that meets the standards
hours of a prescriber’s failure to supply the required as outlined in state law, please report the incident to
CDA Practice Support at 800.232.7645. CDA continfollow-up written prescription.
ues to discuss the situation with the California Board
Dentists should anticipate these new barriers to pre- of Pharmacy and California Pharmacists Association.
scribing emergency pain relief to patients using
Schedule II drugs and should make every attempt pos- *21 CFR § 290.10, and 21 CFR § 1306.11(d)
sible to provide the patient with a written prescription. ** California Health and Safety Code section 11167
As a last result, if a dentist must telephone in a prescription for a Schedule II drug, the prescriber should
provide only the number of pills required to address
the emergency, be prepared to explain to the pharmacist how the failure to provide a patient with the drug
is medically necessary and/or may result in intense
suffering, why a written prescription is not possible,
Continued from page 9
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Ads
Dental Office for Rent: 3204 Stine Rd., Bakersfield, CA 93309. 1500 Sq. Ft. w/ 5 exam rooms &
waiting room. Move in ready! Call broker at 1-888909-6362.
Practice for Lease: Attractive free standing building with illuminated sign, fully furnished, w/w/o
equipment, located on Stockdale Hwy with high
traffic flow and visibility; 5 plumbed operatories, 4
fully equipped, 1800 sq. ft.. Call (661) 742-4594 or
(661) 619-5789 for more information.
Office for Lease: 2,300 sq. ft. dental building, great
location, corner lot. 5 operatory rooms fully
equipped. 27 parking spaces available. For more
information call Dr. Ayala at (661) 444-0442.
Boat for Sale: Ranger 198 VX bass boat, 200 hp
Mercury Optimax motor, dual consoles, dual fishfinders, console model with GPS, three bank battery
charger, custom cover for boat and motor. Ranger
Trail trailer with fold away tongue. Boat in excellent
condition. $29,500. Call Dr. Bill Powell, Sr. at
(661) 832-9155.
For Sale: 1. Mechanical instrument sharpener;
2.Orthodontic cabinet and supplies; 3. H-Wave/
TENS therapy machine; 4. Articulators; and 5. Misc.
Call Dr. Wil Flickinger at (661) 872-7575.
Office for rent or lease 1,000 sq. ft., 4 remodeled,
plumbed operatories. Across from Bakersfield College. Major foot traffic for long-established office.
$1,150 per month. Call (661) 871-0780.
Vacation rental Carpenteria beach condo. 2 bdrm, 1
bath, sleeps 6. Downstairs unit. Beach access. Wifi, surfing, kayaking, beach with lifeguard & activities center. Contact Dr. Bob Smith at (661) 6195619.
Dentist wanted Seeking an experienced dentist to
fill in on Saturdays in a private dental office located
in Bakersfield, may lead to more days. Contact Dr.
Pham at (661) 472-2803.
General Dentist - This is a very rare opportunity to
work in an Ambulatory Surgery Center providing
general dentistry to children, 10 years and younger,
under general anesthesia. Surgery Center is licensed by the California Department of Public
Health and also Accredited by the Accreditation
Association of Ambulatory Health Centers
(AAAHC). Please contact Vickie @ 661 325 5437
or email resumes to Kasgilnursing@sbcglobal.net.

Calendar
March
08
10
12-14
20
27-28

Daylight Savings Begins
Board of Directors Meeting, 5:30 p.m.
CDA Leadership Training, Irvine
CE Seminar - Medical Emergencies in the Office
with Thomas Lenhart, DMD
CDA Cares, Sacramento

April
10
14
24
30

Shred Event, Jastro Park, 11 am - 2 pm, free tacos
Board of Directors Meeting, 5:30 p.m.
CE Seminar - The CSI Effect, Mass Disaster and
Recognition of Intimate Partner Violence with
Rick Cardoza, DDS
CDA Presents, Anaheim
Prosthodontics or G.P. with passion and experience in
prosthetics wanted. The individual needs a wonderful
work ethic, personality and experience to be considered.
We do have an in-house lab and all the modern equipment money can buy i.e. Cerec, C.T. scan. Contact Dr.
Casteen at Center for Implant Dentistry in Bakersfield,
CA via email at drcasteen@aol.com.
Affinity Dental, a large Dental facility with more than
25 years of operation is looking for an experienced General Dentist in Fresno. Must have at least three years of
experience, be very outgoing and friendly. This is a well
established practice with great patient flow. For more
information
contact
Monica
Ruiz,
email:
ruizm@interdent.com, phone: 310-765-2463. Hours:
Monday-Thursday from 8:00AM to 5:00 PM.
General Dentists Wanted for Bakersfield - Are you a
Dentist just wanting to focus on building relationships
with your patients and providing quality care? With
Dedicated Dental, you can count on us to manage the
nitty gritty of your office so that you can focus on dentistry. We aim to provide our network of affiliated doctors and staff with a competitive benefits package,
which include: medical, dental, vision, life insurance,
401K plan, CE credits, and career opportunities to advance with the company. We’re offering $5,000 on Sign
-On
Bonus.
NEW
GRADS
WELCOME.
Contact: Monica Ruiz, phone: 310-765-2463, email
ruizm@interdent.com
General Dentist - Full time Associate Dentist with experience needed for a modern practice in Bakersfield,
CA. The office is fully digitalized and equipped with
SIROLaser, Cerec® CAD/CAM, and integrated specialties. This opportunity allows for great income potential
and benefits including medical, dental, vision, 401K,
paid CE and malpractice. To learn more, contact Kristin Armenta at ArmentaK@pacden.com
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